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The Four-Dimensional Field:
Motion

n the last chapter, I discussed time as an important element in the
four-dimensional field. In this chapter, I will take a closer look at one
of the most obvious manifestations of time-motion. It is primarily the
various aspects of motion that help usdefine the four-dimensional field
in media aesthetics and also distinguish between the fundamental
structural differences of television and film. Indeed, the differences in
motion may well be the key to each medium's unique aesthetic require
ments and potentials.

This chapter will examine three major areas: (1) motion and media
structure, (2) motion manipulation, and (3) types of motion.

Motion and Media Structure

Inorder to uncoverone of the fundamental structuraldifferences between
film and television, we will consult with two rather unlikely sources:
the Greek philosopher Zeno of Elea and the French philosopher Henri
Bergson. But their ideas about time and motion prove quite helpful in
demonstrating thedifferences betweenfilm motion and television motion.

Zeno and Film
Like most Greek philosophers, Zeno tackled the problem of time by
analyzing motion. He saw motion basically as an infinite number of
"frozen" positions in space. Applying rigorous logic, he developed the
by-now celebrated and often refuted paradoxes ofmotion. Thesepar
adoxes all try to prove that motion is impossible and only on lllusion.'
His basic argument can best be illustrated through stroboscopic, or
strobe, photography of motion.

leno of Elea, Greek philosopher, ca.
490-ca. 430 B.C. He was greatly influ
enced by the philosophy of Parmenides
(ca. 500 B.C), who proposed that the
ultimate reality is motionless and finite
and that change is strictly an illusion. Do
not confuse leno of Elea with leno the
Stoic (335-265 B.C.).
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260 13 The Four-Dimensional Field: Motion

Figure 13.4 Film Motion
The principle of film motion is to show
a number of static object positions,
each slightly different from the other.
Much like a strobe light, film tokes a
number of snapshots of a moving
object. But each frame shows the
object at rest. Figure 13.5 Single Film Frame

When we enlarge a single film frome,
we really cannot tell whether the
object was in motion or stationary
when the picture was token. The basic
structural unit of the film, the frome,
shows the object at rest.

Basically, Zeno assertedthat if a thing
moves, it either moves where it is or
where it is not. However, it cannot move
where it actually is because there it is at
rest. Where it is about to move toward,
it is not as yet. Since the thing cannot
exist where it is not, it cannot possibly
move there either. Therefore, he con
cluded, motion is impossible.

Here is one of his paradoxes that is
especially relevant to our discussion of
the basic structural unit of film:

So long as anything is in a space
equal to itself, it is at rest.An arrow is in
a space equal to itself at every moment
of itsflight and therefore also during the
whole of its flight. Thus the flying arrow
is at rest?

At position 1 (beginning of its flight),
the arrow occupies space from A to A1;

at position 2, it occupies space from A1

to A2; at position 3, the space from A2
to A3, and so on ad infinitum. At every

the gate, it stops temporarily and the projector light is allowed to shine
through that frame to project it onto a screen. Assuming a projection
rate of 24 frames per second, we could conceivably use 24 slide pro
jectors and fire them one at a time within one second. The net effect
would be exactly the same asihotof the "moving" film. Thus, you can
think of film as a great number of slides glued together for easier
projection. Film motion is created by showing a number of static posi
tions in sequence, each of which is slightly advanced from the previous
position (Fig. 13.4).

In film, the projected image is always at rest. The important thing
to remember is that the basic structural unit, the film frame, shows the
object at rest regardless of whether the object is in motion or not (Fig.
13.5).

Please realize that we are talking about the basic aesthetic struc
ture of film, not how we perceive film motion through persistence of
vision.

"At-At" Motion of Film Just like Zeno's arrow, which occupies an "at"
position during every stage of its flight, so every frame of film shows
an "at" position in the time continuum, a snapshot of part of the motion
(Fig. 13.6}.
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Figure 13.6 "At-At" Positions of
FilmMotion
Each film frame shows a specific "at"
position of the object motion.

Figure 13.1 Faster Object Motion
If the "at-at" positions of a moving
object are quite different from frame
to frame, viewers perceive the object
as moving relatively fast.

Figure 13.8 Slower Object Motion
If the "at-at" positions of a moving
object differ only to a small degree
from frame to frame, viewers see the
object as moving relatively slowly.

The more the "at-at" object positions change from shot to shot,
the faster we perceive the object movement to be (Fig. 13.7). The less
the position change is from frame to frame, the slower we perceive the
object to move (Fig. 13.8).

Because in film motion is broken down into a series of small, dis
continuous, static increments (frames), we can examine and control
each of these frozen instances of motion. We can leave them in their
original sequence or can change them around. We can add some, cut
some out, or put in some parts from an entirely different event. Because
in film we deal with recorded "at-at" instances rather than an unin
terrupted fluid action, we have full control over how we want the film
action to be perceived. Thus, we have control over the very structure
of the four-dimensional field of film.

The next two chapters cover the various possibi lities and principles
of motion structure in film and videotape.

Bergson and Television

Contrary to Zeno, who saw motion as a series of discrete, static posi
tions 4nd time as a string of discontinuous immobile moments, Henri
Bergson contends that motion is a dynamic process, a continuous flow

instant of its travel path from A to B, the
arrow is actually at rest.The arrow is
always at a particular point. This con
cept of motion is, therefore, referred to
as the "at-at" theory of time. But how
can it then be in motion? How, for
example, can we get the arrow from
static position 1 to static position 2,
especially since the positions lie infinitely
close together? Motion, therefore, is an
absurdity. So concludesZeno. Fortu
nately, nobody shot an arrow at him to
disprove his point.

A A, A, AI A, A" AI, AI ... B
I ! ! , I I I ! I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .. , ad infinitum
1 I 1 • 1 ., '1 -I II .,

at at at at at at at

Henri Bergson (1859-1941), French
philosopher, dealt with the problems of
time, free will, and the whole of human
existence.
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The From-To Motion of Television After the elation of having his the
ories confirmed by film, Zeno is less pleased while watching a live
football game on television. Somehow the way the image is formed
does not seem to fit his "at-at" theory. Instead of seeing discrete pic
tures of arrested motion, similar to still photographs of various stages
of "at-at" positions, he now perceives only a great number of dots that
mysteriously light up and quickly decay again. Much to Bergson's delight,
Zeno mutters something about having to think about the whole thing
some more, shakes his head, and quickly walks back into the past.

of time, which he called duree.3 According to Bergson, any motion is
a single indivisible event during which the moving object is never at
rest. As far as the infinite number of static positions of Zeno are con
cerned, Bergson sees things differently, believing that motion is con
tinuous and indivisible. In the case of the bow and arrow, Zeno would
argue that the arrow never hits the target because it cannot move from
one static position to the other. In contrast, Bergson says that the arrow
simply flies from bow to target in a single continuous motion during
which the arrow is never at rest. The arrow is never in one specific
position at any given moment during its flight. In effect, he replaces
Zeno's "at-at" model of motion with a "from-to" model of motion. This
theory says that the motion of an object simply goes from one point to
another at the end of the movement in one uninterrupted sweep (Fig.
13.9).

"Takethe flying arrow. At every
moment, Zeno says, it ismotionless for it
cannot have timeto move, to occupyat
least two successive positions, unless at
least two moments are allowed it. At a
given moment, therefore, it isat restat a
given point. Motionless in each pointof
its course, it is motionless duringall the
timethat it is moving."

''Yes, ifwe suppose that the arrow can
ever 'be' in a pointof itscourse.Yes,
again, if the arrow, which is moving,
ever coincides with a position, which is
motionless. But the arrow never 'is' in
any pointof itscourse.Themostwe can
say is that it might be there, in thissense,
that is passes there and might stop there.
It is true that if itdid stop there, itwould
beat rest there, and at this point it isno
longer movement that we shouldhave
to do with. Thetruth is that ifthe arrow
leaves the pointA to fall down at the
point B, itsmovement AB isas simple, as
indecomposable, in so far as it is move
ment, as the tensionof the bow that
shoots it. As the shrapnel,bursting
before it falls to the ground, coversthe
explosive zone with an indivisible dan
ger so the arrow which goes fromA to
Bdisplays witha single stroke, although
over a certain extentof duration, its
indivisible mobility. Suppose an elastic
stretchedfrom A to B, couldyou divide
its extension? Thecourse of the arrow is
this very extension; it isequallysimple
and equallyundivided. It isa single and
uniquebound.'''1

f f f f f, ..
A at at at at at B

a

~ ~
A B

b

Figure 13.9 Bergson's Model
of Motion .
In contrast to Zeno, who coriceived of
a moving object as occupying a great
number of static "at" positions (a),
Bergson contended that the motion of
an object is indivisibleand simply
goes from one point at the beginning
of a movement to another point at its
end (b).

Basic Structural Unit of Television The reason Zeno was so upset was
that the basic structural unit of television, the television frame, is quite
different from that of film. Contrary to the basic unit of film, the frame
which you can hold, enlarge, reduce, project, and store in a box very
much like a slide-the basic structural unit of television, the television
frame, is always in motion. The television image is in a continuous flow,
an image in flux, a process, even when it displays an object at rest.s

Television relies on a constantly moving electron beam for its existence.
Because the mosaic dots of the television screen light up only tempo
rarily and change their brightness according to how hard they are hit
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Figure 13.10 Process Image
of Television
The basic unitof television, the televi
sion frame, is not a snapshot of an
"at" position in the time continuum
likea film frame; rather, it is an
image in motion.An electron beam
incessantlyscans a great number of
dots that light up and decay while the
image is being formed regardless of
whether it shows an object in motion
or at rest.

by the electron beam, the television image is never complete. While
some of the screen dots are lighting up, others are already decaying
(Fig. 13.10).

The Process-Image of Television The projected television image, like
Bergson's continuously moving arrow, is never at rest. It is in a contin
uous state of change. But what about television frames? Can we not
identify them (by numbers) and work with them in editing quite similar
to film frames? Yes, but even the television frame can only exist through
process, through a constantly scanning beam of the many dots that
make up the frame. Even when we display a freeze frame, in which a
moving object is temporarily arrested when in a specific "at" position,
the electron beam must be constantly and repeatedly "reading" the
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Television Scanning

1. Theelectronbeam first scansall odd
numbered lines, from left to right.
When the beam jumps backto the
leftof the screen, it isso weak that it
leaves no trace on the television
screen (horizontal blanking).

When all odd-numbered lines
have been scanned, this constitutes a
field. Then the beam jumps back to
the tpp of the screen (vertical blank
ing), to start scanning the even-num
bered lines.

2. When all even-numbered lines have
been scanned, this constitutes a sec
ond field.

3. The two fields (the scanning of all
odd- and even-numbered lines)
make up one complete television pic
ture, calleda frame.

Atthat point, the beam returns to
the left-hand comer to startwith
another first field.6

Charge-Coupled Device

In a charge-coupled device (CCD), light
strikes the light-sensitive imaging area.
This imaging area consists of a large
numberof individual silicon sensing
devices. When light strikes these individ
ual spots, an imagecharge-a pixel-is
created on each spot.The pattern,con
sisting of manypixels, isthen stored in
the storage area and transferred, lineby
line, to an outputregister. Therethe
weak outputsignal isamplified intoa
workablevideo signal?
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figure 13.11 TelevisionMosaic
The television process image is simi
lar to a mosaic with colored tiles that
light up temporarily in various
degrees depending on whether and
how hard they are hit by their respec
tive electron beams.

screen along prescribed scanning lines or a prescribed mosaic pattern
in order to make the image visible. Regardless of its mode, the rnos
aiclike television image is always in a state of change; it is a process
image (Fig. 13.11).

Structurally, film has a certain historic permanency, much like a
painting or photograph. The television image, on the other hand, has
an electronic immediacy regardless of whether it is live or videotaped.
An isomorphic relationship, a structural similarity, exists between the
evanescence of the scanning process and the fleeting "now" of the
present.

What happens, however, when we show films on the television
screen? After all, a large audience no longer views films in the theater
but through a videocassette on the television screen. Or what about
large-screen television projections such as high-definition television
(HDTV)? Do we not in these cases encounter basic structural discrep
ancies between film and television?

Film on Television and HOlV
As you remember from our discussion in Chapter 6, screen size has a
definite influence on how we perceive and interpret the various "land
scape" (environmental) and "people" aspectsof a film. In a lessobvious
way, the basic structural differences between film and television can
influence considerably how we perceive films on television.

Film on TV When a film is shown on television or dubbed onto vid
eotape, the static frames of film are transformed into the scanning
process of the television image. The"states of being" of the film frames
change into the "processes of becoming" of the electronic television
frames.

Sucha transformation is aesthetically quite acceptable if the main
emphasis of the film was on character rather than plot, on "inscape"
rather than "lcndscope/" The process of human existence and the
process image of television are congruent. But if the film relies heavily
on landscape, on environment, and on linear plot development rather
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than character development, its translation into a basically nervous
and fleeting television image no longer seems appropriate. When shown
on television, such films lose their grandeur. As you can see, landscape
films suffer when shown on television not only because of their size
reduction but also because of the structural change of the medium.

HDTV Large-screen projections of high-definition television are an
aesthetic paradox. The large screen size and its wide-screen aspect
ratio invite a "landscape" approach to the material shown, similar to
that of wide-screen cinema. Also, contrary to the normal television
image that is low-definition, the high-definition television image is much
closer in picture quality to that of 35mm film. 9 But, nonetheless, its
images are created by the television scanning process, which, as we
have just argued, is quite different from the static "at-at" positions of
film frames.

Due to the similarity in image size and quality of HDTV to film,
landscape films or television programs in which the environment plays
a major role will suffer little if at all when shown as a large television
projection. Assuming a high-definition image quality, the more hidden
structure of the television scanning process will not interfere, even on
a subtextual level. In addition, the process image of television will be
a great assetwhen people-oriented material appears on a large screen.
lnscape films and television programs attain an electronic immediacy
without sacrificing the basic energy derived through sheer screen size.

What will get lost in such a projection is television's intimacy, our
considering television as part of our routine home environment and
the typically close personal space that exists between the television
performer and the viewer. When watching large-screen television, we
probably become more event-spectators than event-participants
regardless of the basic nature of the material presented.

Motion Manipulation

This section will help you gain some insight into what motion is and
how you can use it to clarify and intensify a screen event. Todo so, we
will take a closer look at these three aspects: (1) motion paradox, (2)
slow and accelerated motion, and (3) motion and mass.

Motion Paradox

Motion is a change of position of one object in relation to another. If
we stand still and watch a thing move, we see it change its position
from a "before" to an "after" position. But if you move with the object
at the same speed, you may not perceive any motion. For example, if
you ride in an airplane, you are in motion relative to the more stable
earth; but when sitting in your seat, you are at rest relative to the plane
itself (Fig. 13.12). When you walk toward the front of the plane, the
motion' relationships become more complex. You are moving relative

Figure 13.12 Motion Paradox
In reference to the airplane, the per
son inside is at rest. But in reference
to the earth, the person is in motion.
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Figure 13.13 Motion Paradox
When walking toward the front of the
airplane, the passenger moves rela
tive to the airplane and faster than the
airplane relative to the earth.

Figure 13.14 Motion Paradox
Even when moving at great speeds
relative to the earth, these spaceships
move very slowly and, when docked,
not at all relative to each other.

Figure 13.15 Motion Paradox
When the camera travels at the same
speed as the object, we cannot detect
object motion in an unarticulated
space.

to the people in their seats. You are also moving even faster than the
plane relative to the earth as you walk toward the cockpit (Fig. 13.13).

Regardless of how fast a spaceship is traveling relative to our
earth, its motion approaches zero relative to another spaceship during
docking (Fig. 13.14).

The same motion paradox occurs if the camera trucks with a mov
ing object at identical speeds. Assuming that the space is unarticulated
and that the camera is handled extremely smoothly, you will not notice
any object movement on the screen (Fig. 13.15). This, then, is the motion
paradox: An obiect can be in motion and at rest at the same time. The
aesthetic motion paradox is that an obiect can be in motion and per
ceived at rest or at rest and perceived in motion.

Frames of Reference Whenever we perceive motion, we automatically
establish a frame of reference by which we judge the direction of the
vector and its relative speed. This frame of reference is basically a
figure-ground relationship whereby we assign motion to the figure and
a more stable position to the ground. lO We usually perceive a moving
object relative to its immediately more stable environment. What we
do, in effect, is to establish hierarchical relationships of dependence."!

The most basic frame of reference for motion is the television or
motion picture screen. Assuming a plain background, we judge the
motion of an airplane against the edges of the screen (Fig. 13.16).

Within the screen, the larger object (ground) usually serves as a
frame of reference for the motion of the smaller one (figure). For exam
ple, the walls of your room are the stable frame of reference for you
moving about your room. Or if you show someone walking along a
downtown street, the houses-and not the edges of the television or
movie screen-become the primary stationary reference for the motion
of the person. We see the person's position change relative to the
houses, not the screen (Fig. 13.17). But if you now show a fly buzzing
around that person's head, as viewers, we most likely judge the motion
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Figure 13.16 Frame of Reference
In the absence of other spatial clues,
the screen becomes the basic frame
of reference for object motion. Thus,
we judge the airplane's motion by its
position change relative to the frame.

Figure 13.17 Frame of Reference
When looking at the man walking
along the street, the houses and not
the screen become the stable refer
ence against which we judge the
man's motion.

Figure 13.18 Frame of Reference
When a fly buzzes around the same
man's head, we judge the motion of
the fly not against the houses but
against the immediately more stable
reference, his head.

of the fly against the relatively more stable person, even if he or she
is in motion, rather than against the houses. The person, and not the
row of houses, has now become the immediate frame of reference for
the fly (Fig. 13.18).

Figure-Ground Reversal Sometimes the motion paradox can play tricks
on us, especially when we are confused about which object is doing
the moving. Most likely, you have experienced such motion relativity
when sitting in a train alongside another train. Instead of seeing the
other train as moving out slowly, you may perceive your train, which
is still waiting for its departure, as rolling backwards. The same figure
ground reversal can occur when you sit in your car next to a large bus,
waiting for the stoplight to turn green. When the bus inches forward,
trying to get a jump on you, you may feel as though your car is rolling
backward even though your foot is on the brake (Fig. 13.19).

Because our figure-ground frames of reference are so strong when
perceiving motion, we are not about to give them up easily. This is why
you can simulate object motion on the screen by having the object
(figure) remain stationary and the background (ground) be in motion
(Fig. 13.20). For example, we automatically translate a shot of a sta
tionary car shown against the background of a rear-projected "mov-

Figure 13.19 Figure-Ground
Revenal in Motion
When both the car and the bus are
tempararily stationary, and then the
bus begins ta inch forward, the car's
driver may think that he or she is roIl
ing backward.
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Figure 13.20 Figure-Ground Reversal
If you show a person stationary in
front of a rear screen that displays a
moving street, viewers perceive the
person (figure) doing the moving
against the seemingly more stable
ground, the street, even if they know
about the figure-ground reversal. -=====:::;:~~ Rear Screen

Moving Street Projection

~q Person Stationary

ing" street scene as a car racing through the city streets. Once again,
our immediate frame of reference for motion is the city streets, which
we perceive as the stable ground against which the less stable figure,
the car, is doing the moving. In our perpetual quest for a stable envi
ronment, we simply cannot admit perceiving the street as doing the
moving behind a stationary car.

Although we accept quite readily the figure-ground reversal within
the motion frames of reference, in some cases we might become con
fused and actually perceive the ground as doing the moving. For exam
ple, if you begin a sequence with a subjective dolly shot down an empty
street, as viewers, we use the screen as the immediate reference. Con
sequently, the houses and the street seem to be doing the moving rather
than the camera, which represents a person walking down the street.
In this case, you would first need to establish the immediate refer
ence-the person walking down the street-before switching to the
subjective camera point of view. By showing the person walking along
the street first, you establish the street as the stable ground and the
person as the moving figure. As viewers, we carry this frame of ref·
erence quite willingly over into the next shot.

Slow Motion

We sayan event is in slow motion when it appears to be moving con
siderably slower on the screen than it would normally while being
photographed. But an object in slow motion does not seem to simply
move more slowly than usual; rather, it seems to be moving through a
denser medium than air, which appears to cushion the effect of gravity
and make the motion "woolly and soft.,,12 Slow motion introduces a
feeling of surreality. The motion vector no longer obeys the physical
laws of gravity to which we are accustomed, and its direction seems
to be more labile.

What, then, are the principal factors that distinguish slow motion
from something simply moving a little slower than normal? One is
frame density; the other is absence of gravity.
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V,second of actual motion

Many "at-at" positions of object;
filmed at greater than normal speed.
A to B motion is complete.

'h second of playback time

Only half of A to B motion is shown.

Frame Density This refers to the number of frames into which an event
is divided. For example, if you divide the shot of a moving object into
24 individual frames during one second of its travel and then project
these 24 frames within the same time span of a second, the screen
motion of the object will closely approximate the real object motion
(assuming that you do not distort the motion optically or through a
moving camera). But if you increase the speed of the film while pho
tographing the moving object-let's say to 48 frames per second
and then play them back at the customary 24 frames per second, the
object appears to be moving much more slowly. This object has to go
through 48 rather than 24 "at" positions to reach the end of its move
ment (Fig. 13.21). The more"at" positions you use for the breakdown
of a moving object, the smaller the progression of the object's location
becomes from frame to frame. And the more minute the progression
of the object is from frame to frame, the slower the object motion is
that we perceive on the screen.

Slow Motion in Television Television slow motion is something of .a
paradox. First, unlike film, television creates its slow motion not in the
shooting phase but during the playback. Second, even during play
back, we do not add more frames to reduce the position change from
frame to frame; instead we rescan each frame a number of times before
moving on to the next. Third, because the basic unit of television is not
a frozen moment but a changing process, we cannot manipulate it
quite so easily as we can the fixed unit of the film frame.

Nevertheless, the density principle still applies to the creation of
slow motion in television. The multiple scannings of each frame during
playback increase the frame density similarly to film. Only now, the
denser atmosphere is created by multiple scanning rather than by an
increased number of frames.

Freeze Frame A freeze frame shows arrested motion, not a picture of
no motion. It picks a specific "at" position and repeats it for the dura
tion of the freeze. You can think of a freeze frame as the ultimate frame
density/the object remains in just the same position from frame to
frame..
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Figure 13.21 Slow Motion
In film, we achieve slow motion by
increasing the number of "at" posi
tions of a motion during the actual
filming. In practice, the film runs
through the camera at a faster speed
than normal to photograph more
frames of a simple A to B motion.
When played back at normal speed,
the A to B motion now has to go
through more "at" positions and
therefore takes longer to do this than
during the actual event. Thus, viewers
perceive these increased "at" posi
tions as slow motion.
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Absence of Gravity As mentioned above, an object in slow, motion
seems strangely free of gravity. Like astronauts in outer spac,e, slow
motion objects appear weightless and their direction unpredictable. A
good example of the directional uncertainty of the slow-motion vector
is when we watch the slow-motion replay of a fumble during a football
game. The ball rolls and bounces agonizingly slowly and without much
apparent senseof direction. This frame-dense atmosphere lets us see,
and especially feel, why the players trying to recover the fumble have
little chance for success. Becausethe forces of gravity do not seem to
operate in slow motion, as viewers, we would not be too shocked or
even too surprised if, after a bad pass, the ball suddenly floated right
back into the quarterback's hands.13

Accelerated Motion

Like slow motion, accelerated motion is less a matter of relative speed
than a function of frame density. In accelerated motion, the original
event is divided into relatively few "at" positions, each differing con
siderably from the other (Fig. 13.22). We sample fewer steps in accel
erated motion than in slow motion.

Letus assumethat you want to show the unfolding of a rose, which
takes about 24 hours. To show the process in its normal motion, you
would need to have your camera run for 24 hours. But you can also
decide to sample the total process and shoot one frame every 15 min
utes, leaving out all the intermediate steps. Thus, in a 24-hour period,
you would end up with 96 frames that show the unfolding of the rose
from beginning to end. When played back at regular speed of 24
frames per second, the total unfolding process would take only 4 sec
onds. Note that the film did not simply run faster through the gate but
that you sampled the motion steps-that is, you picked only relatively
few "at" positions of the total process. While in slow motion the frame
density is quite high, in accelerated motion, the frame density is low.

Because of the low frame density, accelerated motion shows the
object not merely faster than normal but also more erratically, more
jumpy. The comic energy of many cartoons or silent movies is based
on this low-density acceleration. For example, accelerated motion can

IJ-GJ-8-r::J-B-~
'h second of actual motion

Filmedat slowerspeed than normal.

Figure 13.22 Accelerated Motion
In accelerated motion, we reduce the
number of "at" positions. The object
seems to leap from one "at" position
to the next, as though traveling
through a thinner atmosphere.

V. second
When played backatnormal speed,
object reaches topin V. sec.
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turn the normal walk of a person into a jerky, frenzied event in which
the person seems driven by an unseen force along the street and around
the corners as if pulled by a giant rubber band. When shown in accel
erated motion, objects sometimes seem to be self-propelled, shooting
unpredictably through the low-density atmosphere that offers little, if
any, resistance to their movement.

In television, you may easily confuse faster-than-normal replay
speed with accelerated motion. When, for example, you play your vid
eotape in the fast-forward mode, the scene appears to be moving
much more quickly than normal. However, this faster-than-normal speed
does not constitute accelerated motion. Why not? Because the sam
pling rate of the motion has not been reduced either in the shooting
or playback stages. Let's use the rose example again. This time you
cover the 24-hour unfolding of the rose with a video camera instead
of film. You will end up with 24 hours of videotape showing the unfold
ing process. Ifyou were now to run the videotape at four times normal
speed, you could witness the whole process in six hours. Assuming for
a moment that you could technically speed the videotape up to ninety
six times its normal speed, you would see the rose unfold its petals in
15 minutes. But regardless of how fast you speed up the videotape
during playback, the position change of the object from "frame" to
"frame"-and, therefore, the basic frame density-remains the same.
As a result, the action looks faster than normal but does not assume
the erratic self-propelled quality of accelerated motion.

Toachieve accelerated motion in television, you proceed very much
as you do in film: you control the density in the actual shooting process.
For example, to 'show the rose unfolding through accelerated motion,
you could shoot a very brief segment ("at" position) of the unfolding
process every 15 minutes or so and edit the various segments together
in postproduction. Assuming normal playback speed, the unfolding
process would be shown in less than 10 seconds. Becausethe reduced
sampling rate will cause a low frame density, the rose unfolds not only
faster than in actual time, but it also discloses its inner drive to reveal
its beauty.14

You can use accelerated motion not only for comic but also for
dramatic effects. One of the most striking examples of the dramatic
use of low-density accelerated motion appears in Sergei Eisenstein's
"Odessa Step Sequence" from his film Battleship Potemkin.15 In a brief
scene, he shows the death of a woman fatally shot by advancing sol
diers. He intensifies her death by eliminating all nonessential frames
from her fall, causing the woman not only an external, but also an
internal, collapse. When she jerks to the ground in this low-density
atmosphere, we know that she has met death.

You can also use "jogging" as a low-density dramatic device. The
term jogging means a rather abrupt position change from one "at"
position to the next, similar to the position jumps of an object in stro
boscopic photography. Jogging shows up as jerky slow motion, and
you control it by the relative playback speed of the videotape. When
used correctly, the jogging effect can be highly dramatic. For example,
visualize a scene in which a man and a woman are engaged in a polite
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and controlled argument that grows increasingly intense. Wc,>uld he
like another cup of tea? No, but shewould. While pouring herself some
tea, we suddenly see her jerk forward from one "at" position to the
next and then return to normal speed and, therefore, smooth action.
The jogging sequence reveals her inner emotional state, her extreme
tension, and suggests that she is getting close to losing control.

Slow and accelerated motion are effective devices for structuring
objective and subjective time. Slow motion can give us a "close-up of
time:' prolonging duration.16 Accelerated motion can hurry us along
and rush us through time. We usually use the intensity of the event as
the criterion for the recall of perceived duration-that is, for how "long"
an event felt to us in retrospect. In this instance, we manipulate time to
communicate the relative intensity of an event.

Motion and Mass

Figure 13.23 Motion and Mass
The motion vector of a larger graphic
mass object is more stable and less
easily disturbed than that of an object
with a smaller graphic mass.

Thisaesthetic principle obeys Sir Isaac
Newton's law of inertia, which states
that a body at rest has the tendency to
remain at rest, and a body in motion, to
remain in motion. The greater the mass
of the object, the greater its inertia. Sir
Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was an
Englishphysical scientistand mathemati
cian. His pioneering work on motion,
astronomy, and the theory of gravitation
has been instrumental in the develop
ment of the relativity theory. He also did
extensive work on light and color.

Our perception of motion on the screen, as in real life, is influenced
by the mass of the moving object. Mass means all the matter a body
contains; aesthetically mass is characterized by an object's perceived
size, shape, volume, weight, and color. Generally, we judge graphic
weight by how much screen area it occupies and by its color. The more
screen area an object occupies and the warmer the color, the greater
we perceive its graphic weight to be.

A body of large mass resists being moved in the first place and,
once moving, resists any alteration to its motion. If, for example, we
have a body with a large mass, we must push hard to get it moving.
The faster we want the initial acceleration to be, the harder we must
push. Once the object is rolling, however, we need a likewise strong
force either to change its direction or to stop it. Once we have estab
lished a strong motion vector through the movement of a large-mass
object-that is, an object with a heavy graphic weight-its stability is
not easily disturbed, and we need a fairly strong counterforce to change
its direction or absorb its magnitude (Fig. 13.23).

Types of Motion

In television and film, we are confronted with many different move
ments. The performers move about, the camera dollies and trucks
along with the action, and movement is also created by the shift of
viewpoints through cutting. let's label and order these motions so that
we can work with them more easily when structuring the four-dimen
sional field. We can identify three basic motions: (1) primary motion,
(2) secondary motion, and (3) tertiary motion.

Primary motion is event motion. It always occurs in front of the
camera, such as the movements of performers, cars, or somebody
running. Secondary motion is camera motion, such as the pan, tilt,
pedestal, boom, dolly, truck, or arc. Secondary motion includes the
zoom, although only the lens elements, rather than the camera itself,
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move during the zoom. Still, aesthetically, we perceive the zoom as
camera-induced motion. Tertiary motion is sequence motion. This is
the movement and rhythm induced by shot changes-by using a cut,
dissolve, fade, wipe, or any other fancy transition device to switch from
shot to shot. All three motions are important factors in structuring the
four-dimensional field.

In Chapter 14, I will discuss some of the more important ways of
using time and the three principal motions in structuring the four
dimensional field. That will enable you to move on to the aesthetics of
editing.

Summary

Of the many time theories, those of Zeno and Bergson seem most
appropriate to explain the unique use of time and motion in film and
television and to point out the basic structural differences between the
two media. Zeno claims that motian is actually an illusion because the
moving object seems basically at rest at any of the finite points along
its path. This "at-at" theory corresponds closely with film, in which
motion is dissected into a number of snapshots. Each of these snap
shots (frames) shows the object at rest. Thus, the basic structural unit
of film, the frame, shows the obiect at rest. When these frames are
shown in rapid succession, we perceive the object as moving, but the
motion is strictly illusory.

Contrary to Zeno-who conceived of motion as a series of dis
crete, static positions and time as a string of discontinuous, frozen
nows-Bergson believed that time is a dynamic process, a continuous
flow or duration (duree). Bergson contended that the motion of an
object is indivisible and that the object simply goes from its starting
point continuously to the finish. This time concept is very similar to the
process of television images, which are created by a continuously mov
ing scanning beam that activates a great number of dots on the tele
vision screen. The projected television image is never at rest but rather
is in a continuous state ofchange. The basic structural unit of television,
the television frame, is in continuous flow; it is an image in flux, a
process image.

Structurally, film has historic permanency, much like a photograph
or painting. The television image has an electronic immediacy. The
television image represents an isomorphic relationship to the fleeting
character of the present moment.

When film is shown on television, the series of static film frames
are translated into electronic television frames that are always in the
process of becoming. This transformation is acceptable if the film deals
mainly with character, with inscape rather than landscape. But, when
televised, films that rely heavily on landscape as dramatic agents seem
to lose t~eir grandeur through reduction in size as well as the electronic
nervou~ness of television.
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large-screen projections of HDTV (high-definition televisi~n) are
capable of communicating the high energy of landscape mctsrio! as
well as the inscape aspects of people-oriented programs. However,
television's intimacy is largely lost in the process.

The basic motion paradox is that we can be in motion and at rest
at the same time, depending on how the motion is judged. We judge
motion against frames of reference in which we perceive the moving
object (figure) against its immediately more stable environment (ground).
Our tendency to perceive a figure moving against the more stable
ground is so great that we maintain this figure-ground relationship of
motion even if a figure-ground reversal occurs in which the ground
moves behind a stable figure.

The principal factors that distinguish slow motion from something
merely moving slowly are frame density and absence of gravity. Frame
density refers to the number of frames into which an event is divided.
In film slow motion, the event is divided during filming into a greater
number of "at" positions (frames) than filming the event at normal
speed. Slow motion in television occurs during playback, not during
the photographing process. By slowing down the tape speed, each
"at" position is scanned repeatedly before the process moves on to
the nextone. A freeze frame shows arrested motion, that is, a repeated
showing of a specific "at" position. Objects shown in slow motion
seemto be freed from the laws of gravity so they appear to be weight
less and to lack directional certainty.

In accelerated motion, the frame density is low with an omnipre
sent gravity that seems to pull in all directions. Accelerated motion
shows the object as moving not only faster, but also more erratically
than normal. Accelerated motion usually produces a comic effect, but
you can use it for dramatic scenes as well. "Jogging" is a television
form of accelerated motion in which one multi-scanned frame "jogs"
rather abruptly to the next "at" position.

The more graphic mass an object appears to have on the screen,
the more energy it requires to be put into motion and to have its motion
altered or stopped.

There are three types of motion: (1) primary motion, which is the
object motion in front of the camera; (2) secondary motion, which is
camera motion, such as a pan, tilt, dolly, pedestal, truck, are, or zoom;
and (3) tertiary motion, which is sequence motion-the movement and
rhythm induced by transition devices.
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